THE DIVINATION PROJECT
SUPER”NATURAL” BOWL 44
During the first week of February 2010, preceding Super Bowl 44, seven volunteers, using
paranormal divination methods, concluded that the New Orleans Saints would upset the heavily
favored Indianapolis Colts, in what would be the most viewed Football game in world history. Not one
volunteer in the entire experiment, known as The Divination Project, chose the Colts, in spite of their
personal feelings.
Pseudo-Skeptics have remained strangely silent in the face of such an overwhelming demonstration of
Paranormal Divination. Since all participants were 100% correct and all of them predicted openly and
long before the historic game, there remains little “Wiggle Room” for any would be debunkers. This
was without a doubt a true example of what could be called modern fortune telling and synchronicity
referred to in supernatural research around the globe.
The Divination Project was designed as a practical approach to determining the efficientcy of various
paranormal prediction methods and utilizing the more successful procedures in combination with one
another in an effort to gain insight into future events.
Basically ... Try it and see if it works !!!!

"Pure logical thinking cannot yield us any knowledge of the empirical world. All
knowledge of reality starts from experience and ends in it." - Albert Einstein
This project's “Hands On” experience in Soothsaying, Fortune Telling and Paranormal Divination
combined Sydney Omarr's (The Astrologer to the Stars) THOUGHT DIAL with traditional DOWSING
techniques.
The Thought Dial is a mixture of Numerology, Astrology and a big dose of Carl Jungian ideas.
Synchronicity takes the coincidence of events in space and time as meaning something more than
mere chance, namely, a peculiar interdependence of objective events among themselves as well as
with the subjective (psychic) states of the observer or observers. ~ C. G. Jung, I Ching or The
Book of Changes (Richard Wilhelm, translator)
Six volunteers used the Thought Dial. Each selected three numbers of their personal choosing,
added them together and reduced it to a single number. This number related to a group of words
as “hints” to the numbers meaning. They then applied these words to the upcoming Super Bowl
and it's winner.
This procedure is given on Pages 83 to 92 of the Thought Dial book in the PICKING WINNERS
chapter.
Ben Hunter, LA's famouse radio show host of “Night Owl”, was challenged to use this chapter of
Thought Dial at the Santa Anita racetrack many years ago.
The MIRROR NEWS on March 7th 1958 reported ..

“Ben bet a horse across the board in each of six races and all finished in the
money.”
Although fairly obscure, the Thought Dial has had a great history of success.
In addition, Dowsing was used in combination.
Dowsing is a much more common and accepted method of Paranormal Divination. A huge percentage
of the population believe that this is a great tool in the hands of the correct person.
On February 1st. 2010 an open call was made for anyone wishing to participate in the experiment.
http://magictalk.com/forum/index.php?topic=1103.0
The first to respond was Mark Reed, owner of The Magic Vault, and also a noted magical performer
and mentalist. Mark seemed to be a perfect volunteer, being a great skeptical thinker and very
knowledgeble in the ways of subtrafuge. and trickery. Well respected amongst his peer group, Mark is
beyond reproach in the professional community.
The THOUGHT DIAL process was performed on the internet at MagicTalk.com, one of the oldest
web forums for professional and amature magicians.
http://magictalk.com/forum/index.php?topic=1103.0
All the question and answers were published there for members or internet guests to view and
comment on if desired.
Despite the odds, with a five point spread and serious underdog status, Mark felt that the Thought
Dial was deffinately urging him to select The Saints as the ultimate victors in Super Bowl 44.
In the next two days, five more people were Thought Dialed.
The second volunteer was Eric Vaughn Floyd, a popular sports writer and an expert on many things
sports related. http://southerngaming.com/?p=7062 He is the author of “The Backstreatch : My First
Decade in the Game http://www.lulu.com/content/612388 “ After he completed the THOUGHT
DIAL he was convinced that the divination method was obviously selecting The Saints to win, although
he himself preferred the Colts. He was noted as calling this type of experiment “Goonism” assuring
everyone involved of his pure skepticism. However, after the game, Eric was quoted as saying.. “The
Thought Dial saved me a LOT OF MONEY !!!”
Joe Connelly, an employee of TNA Wrestling, http://www.tnawrestling.com/ also volunteered for the
project. Working with professional wrestlers allows Joe a keen sense of what is real and what is
actually a put on. In just a few minutes with the THOUGHT DIAL book he professed that certainly
The Saints were being predicted to win. No doubt about it!
The total of David Koenig's three numbers (Paranormal Investigator, Mentalist, and Jake Blues at the
House of Blues) selected at the beginning of the procedure were the same as Joe Conally's and
according to Sydney Omarr's thought Dial, it was obvious, The Saints would be the new champions.
Technical wizard and often referred to as The Audio Goddess, Tanya Gardner, also volunteered. Her
background in electronics would eliminate any tricky gadgetry that may be used to influence the
Thought Dial outcomes. She was convinced that no deception was taking place when she selected The
Saints. The decision was completely her own.

An award winning stage manager at Universal Studio's Orlando, Michelle Mikenas, was the next to
participate. After going through the THOUGHT DIAL instructions she was completely convinced that
this strange fortune telling booklet was predicting that The Saints would win the game. During the
number selection process, Michelle found it odd that she was not mentally directed to select her
favorite lucky number, but she was certain that she had selected the correct ones for this experiment.
Of course, she was right!
No volunteers were turned away. Everyone who wanted to participate was allowed to. Most, if not all,
volunteers were unaware of the others choices or involvement until after they had made their
selections.
Amazingly, so far in this section of the experiment six out of six people had selected the overwhelming
underdog to win Super Bowl 44 according to the Thought Dial.
University Professor Mark E. Glickman, an expert involving Magic and probability, co-authoring an
article published in Model Assisted Statistics and Applications on the subject, put the odds of
probability for the Thought Dial portion of the experiment at less than 14 chances out of 10,000 !!!!!

“The spread for the superbowl was 5 points in favor of the Colts. Football statisticians would
convert this into an approximate probability of 1/3 that the Saints would win. The probability
that Thought Dial would produce six independent predictions that were all correct (i.e., the
Saints win) is therefore 1/3 raised to the power of 6, that is about 0.00137, or about 14 chances
in 10000. “
As a reference to the ongoing experiment, a member of The Magic Cafe, Dynamike , a successful
Master Magician from Detroit Michigan (http://www.detroitmichiganmagician.com/ ) was contacted
and given the information as to the Thought Dial prediction. He was kind enough to publish it on the
forum in his “Make your Predictions, Colts or Saints” thread as evidence of this section of the
demonstration and that the prediction was made BEFORE the game. The name ,The Thought Dial Six,
was used. This was in addition to the Magic Talk thread already documenting the procedure and under
careful skeptical scrutiny.
http://www.themagiccafe.com/forums/viewtopic.php?topic=350896&forum=15&27
In an effort to combine divination methods and amplify the potential for paranormal influence, David
Koenig, who had participated in and administered the Thought Dial method, allowed Ginnette Lucas, a
successful yet controversial DOWSER, to join in the Divination Project.
Utilizing her dowsing rods while recording a segment for radioesp.com. Ginnette stated emphatically
that the Colts would LOSE the Super Bowl.
After her selection she was informed that all six of the other participants in the Divination Project had
also selected The New Orleans Saints to win.
Thus far .. Seven out of Seven people using two different paranormal means of Divination had selected
The New Orleans Saints to win Super Bowl 44.
This now placed the probability at somewhere near 5 in 10,000 !!!!!!

It was stunningly obvious that the Thought Dial / Dowsing Divination would be either a complete and
total Failure or some sort of Supernatural Miracle. Either way, the outcome would be verifiably Self
Evident!
The Prediction had been made and documented ....
Now for the game to begin ....
After the first quarter the Saints were down by 10 points. No underdog team had successfully overcome
these odds .... EVER. (Super Bowl 22 had a 10 point deficit at the end of the first quarter but the
favored team came back to win the competition proving their obvious superiority)
There seemed to be no way of calculating the odds at this point. It had never been accomplished before.
The situation looked beyond Impossible!
At the end of the game we all now know that the Divination Project demonstration was a spectacular
100% HIT! The Saints defeated the Colts just as every member of the experimental team had predicted!
Jim Callahan, renouned skeptic and host of THE DARK TRUTH radio show, after making his own
inquiries into the experiment's authenticity, put up a $20,000.00 guarentee that all the evidence is
factual and that the prediction was successfully made by all seven participants before Super Bowl 44.
Over 106 million viewers watched as the Divination Project's prediction came true at odds of over 2000
to 1.
The Probability of this happening again by mere chance would be somewhere beyond Super Bowl
2230 ... in February of 4110 !!!!!!
No wonder the Pseudo-Skeptics are silent.

